How to Grade a Quiz
Go to your Google drive (http://drive.google.com) and click on Shared With Me Tab on the left.
Click on the desired SOP you wish to grade
*When this page is being opened, it takes about 30 seconds to 1 minute for Flubaroo to pop up as an option
Click on Flubaroo Tab
Select Grade Assignment
If you do not see Flubaroo show up as an option, click on the Insert Tab and select Script.
Type in Flubaroo in the search box and click search
Click install on for Flubaroo
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 BITSAT
BITSAT is a modification of Flubaroo to include negative marking
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 Flubaroo
Flubaroo is a free, easy to use tool that allows teachers to quickly grade and analyze assignments. For more, visit www.flubaroo.com. (Version 2.1)
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Authorize for Flubaroo to be installed

The script Flubaroo owned by amyng@scriptworksrx.com and last edited by amyng@scriptworksrx.com on May 6, 2013, 11:50:06 AM requires your authorization to run.

Google makes no representations about the performance, quality, or content of this script. You should only run the script if you trust the creator, as you are solely responsible for any compromise or loss of data that may result from using this script.

Please be sure to read the Google Docs Additional Terms before using scripts.

The script requires access to the following services:

- View your email address
- Spreadsheets
- Send Email
- User Properties

This script is requesting permission to do potentially harmful operations. Only authorize the script if you truly trust the author!
Flubaroo should be installed at this point
Close the Script Gallery window
Proceed to grade quiz
The default point value for each question is 1 point

Use the drop down menu if you want to assign a different point value to each question

*You can also opt to skip the question from the drop down menu
Choose which submission you want to be the answer key

Usually this should be the amyng@scriptworks.com entry or the key with the earliest submission time stamp

Click continue
Click on View Grades
Here you can view each personnel’s grade

If a personnel took the quiz multiple times, only the most recent submission will be graded

On the bottom, you can click between the Student Submissions Tab and the Grades Tab to see the personnel’s submitted answers and their grades.